System & Data Integrations
As enterprise IT demands expand and become more complex, system & data integration is becoming increasingly
significant and one of the main requirements for business progress.
Leverage the extra value ThirdPartyTrust can add to our customers with powerful integrations.

SYSTEM INTEGRATIONS

DATA INTEGRATIONS

System integration brings different programs together

ThirdPartyTrust empowers our customers to explore

to work smoothly without interfering with each other or

and utilize the best partners in our ecosystem to drive

demanding duplicate actions from the users, so that

value at every stage of the assessment process.

data can flow seamlessly and uninterruptedly.

We’ve partnered and integrated the most innovative and

Imagine all you can do by integrating your vendor risk

expert so you can harness the power of our platform to

management platform to your current operation!

detect compliance and risk issues across your vendor

With the use of fully accessible APIs, your third party

population.

risk assessment data can be integrated into a wide

Take advantage of ThirdPartyTrust’s data partners by

variety of systems, such as:

integrating their information in your third party risk
assessments and using it to make data-driven

GRC platforms like ServiceNow or RSA Archer

decisions.

Ticketing systems like JIRA or ServiceNow
Reporting solutions such as Power BI or Qlik

BENEFITS
Increase Your Overall Productivity
Cut the time spent on repetitive actions across

BENEFITS
Improve vendor risk assurance with
security-driven workflows and executive reporting,
combining our partners’ cybersecurity data.

applications and minimize errors, thus increasing
your company’s productivity.

Leverage data provider information to add
context to inherent risk tiers for more improved

Get Better Data to Make Decisions

vendor selection and assessments.

Gain a holistic understanding of how well your
business is doing and make data-driven risk
management decisions.

Use independently verified scores for objective,
verifiable findings around your organization’s
cybersecurity performance - or that of your

Lower Operational Costs
Cut maintenance costs significantly, simplifying
and automating processes across systems and

vendors.
DATA PARTNERSHIPS

avoiding unnecessary downtime.
Security Rating Provider

Security Rating Provider

Data Breach Info

Financial Viability Info

Exposed Credential Info

Security Rating Provider

Managed Services

Privacy Rating Provider

Geo-Political Risk

Integrating ThirdPartyTrust to your current system is an
excellent alternative to custom software development
which will significantly improve the efficiency,
productivity and quality of your everyday operations
and your TPRM process.

Third Party Risk Management
Simplified To Scale
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www.thirdpartytrust.com

